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Chapter 6:
RECOMMENDED REASONABLE 
STRATEGIES
INTRODUCTION
After conducting a Level 1 screening of a broad range of strategies, those that were advanced have been refi ned. 
This chapter presents the Reasonable Strategies and their Level 2 evaluation to determine how well they meet 
the identifi ed purpose and need. It considers features along the US-169 corridor including northward access 
connections to the Charles B. Wheeler Downtown Airport (Wheeler Airport), replacement or rehabilitation of the 
US-169 Buck O’Neil Bridge, and southward connections to I-35 and KCMO downtown and River Market areas. 
Features along the I-70 corridor include the western connections to I-70, I-35 and US-169, eastern connections to 
I-70 and I-35, connections to the downtown areas, traffi  c fl ow, and connection of the street grid between the River 
Market and downtown Kansas City, Missouri. Additional features considered include access to the Port of Kansas 
City, airspace around the Downtown Airport, Missouri River navigation, bicycle and pedestrian accommodations on 
major bridges, impacts to transit and railroads, recommendations and plans relating to the KDOT Lewis and Clark 
Viaduct study and design, and potential downtown interstate access and routing. Improvement strategies will address 
future access needs, mobility, safety, system preservation, and redevelopment.

EVALUATION CRITERIA SCORING
A detailed discussion of each strategy carried forward 
from the Initial Screening Analysis has been provided in 
the Refi ned Strategies Impact and Evaluation Report. 
For simplicity in this Final Report, that analysis has 
been summarized using a standard evaluation process. 
For each identifi ed scoring criteria, the Strategy being 
evaluated was scored using a series of Harvey Balls 
where the diff erent balls represent a range from worst 
to best. More specifi cally, the tables presented on the 
following pages use the standard criteria illustrated in 
the table to the right. 

Evaluation Criteria Scoring

Best or Least Impact

Above Average

Average

Below Average

Worst or Most Impact
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AREA A: MISSOURI RIVER BRIDGE STRATEGIES
Four strategies were carried forward from the initial screening that address the need of crossing the Missouri River 
by either using or replacing the US-169 Buck O’Neil Bridge along with four interchange strategies for connecting 
the bridge with I-70, I-35, and the CBD. Various combinations of bridge and interchange strategies are possible 
depending on which bridge alignment is ultimately chosen. A new Missouri River bridge would consist of a four-
lane structure with four 12-foot lanes, 8-foot outside shoulders and 4-foot inside shoulders. Northbound and 
southbound traffi  c would be separated by concrete median barrier. A 10-foot clear width shared use path has been 
assumed on the east side of the northbound roadway, protected from traffi  c by a concrete barrier. The bridge may 
widen to three lanes in one or both directions near the south end to accommodate the divergence or convergence 
of ramps connecting US-169 to I-35 and the CBD and to support traffi  c operations. An underdeck steel plate 
girder structure can be used minimize encroachment into the airspace for the Wheeler Airport. Bridge span length 
and pier placement will be dictated by Missouri River navigation requirements and the need to minimize impacts to 
the levee systems, railroads, and local roads.

River Bridge Crossing Location
The Study Team recommended that all four Missouri River Bridge options be carried forward into the NEPA 
process, including the Rehabilitation of the Existing bridge option which will serve as the No-Build strategy.

River Bridge Crossing Location Strategies

Rehab Existing 
(No-Build)

A2 
Western 

Alignment

A3
Central 

Alignment

A4
Adjacent 

Alignment

N
ee

ds

Improve Physical Conditions

Optimize System Performance

Improve Safety & Security

G
oa

ls

Improve Transportation Choices

Improve Economic Vitality & 
Placemaking

Improve Sustainability - Right of 
Way Impacts

Feasibility

Aff ordability $ $$$ $$$ $$$

Table 6.1 - Missouri River Bridge (Crossing Location) Evaluation Matrix
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Figure 6.1 - Missouri River Bridge Crossing Location Strategies

A4 - Adjacent Alignment

A3 - Central Alignment

A2 - Western Alignment
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River Bridge Interchange Strategies

Rehab 
Existing 

(No-Build)

AB1
Broadway Direct

AB2 
Hybrid 

Connection

AB3
4th Street 

Direct

AB4
5th & 6th 

Direct

West/
Central

Adjacent Adjacent West/Central

N
ee

ds

Improve Physical Conditions

Optimize System Performance

Improve Safety & Security

G
oa

ls

Improve Transportation Choices

Improve Economic Vitality & 
Placemaking

Improve Sustainability - Right of 
Way Impacts

Aff ordability $ $$$ $$ $$$ $$$$

Table 6.2 - Missouri River Bridge Approach to I-70 (Interchange Options) Evaluation Matrix

I-70 Approach Interchange Options
In addition to the alignment options crossing the Missouri River, the Study Team evaluated numerous interchange 
options at the southern end on the bridge that would provide both improved access to I-35 heading south, 
I-70 heading east or west, as well as to Broadway Boulevard heading into the Downtown Loop. The Study Team 
recommended that all fi ve interchange options, including the No-Build, be carried forward into the NEPA process. 
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Figure 6.2 - Option AB1 - Broadway Direct Connection
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Figure 6.3 - Option AB2 - Hybrid Connection
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Figure 6.4 - Option AB3 - 4th Street Direct Connection
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Figure 6.5 - Option AB4 - 5th & 6th Street Direct Connection
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Table 6.3 - I-70 North Loop Strategies Evaluation Matrix

AREA B: I-70 NORTH LOOP STRATEGIES
Five strategies, plus the No-Build, were carried forward from the initial screening that address 
the need for improving I-70 across the North Loop. Details of each strategies were further refi ned and each strategy 
was evaluated based on a series of evaluation criteria. Each of the I-70 North Loop strategies can be integrated 
into any of the Bridge Interchange options discussed in the last section. The Study Team recommended that all fi ve 
strategies be carried forward into the NEPA process. 

I-70 North Loop Strategies

No-Build
B1

Access 
Consolidation

B3-6a
Compressed 

(South)

B3-6b
Compressed 

(North)

B3-7
Compressed 

(Existing)

B7-1
Reclassify 

I-70

N
ee

ds

Improve Physical Conditions

Optimize System Performance

Improve Safety & Security

G
oa

ls

Improve Transportation 
Choices

Improve Economic Vitality & 
Placemaking

Improve Sustainability - Right 
of Way Impacts

Aff ordability $ $$ $$$$ $$$$ $$$$ $$$
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Figure 6.6 - Option B1 - Access Consolidation on Existing Alignment
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Figure 6.7 - Option B3-6a - Compressed Alignment (South)
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Figure 6.8 - Option B3-6b - Compressed Alignment (North)
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Figure 6.9 - Option B7-1 - Remove & Reclassify I-70
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REMOVE & RECLASSIFY I-70 - 
UNRESOLVED CONSIDERATIONS
The recommendation to include the Remove 
and Reclassifi cation of I-70 on the north 
side of the Loop in the set of reasonable 
strategies was not made without controversy. 
Before this strategy can move forward as a 
reasonable strategy in the NEPA process 
there are several regulatory and political 
decisions that must be understood and 
included in the evaluation.

Federal Regulatory 
Requirements
Segments of the Interstate System can be 
removed with the approval of the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA). Within the 
FHWA, the Offi  ce of Environment, Planning 
and Realty (HEP) leads the evaluation of the 
request and guides it through the approval 
process. The State transportation agency in the State which the highway is located must request the withdrawal of 
the Interstate segment through its FHWA Division Offi  ce. Agreements should be made with neighboring States 
which would be impacted by the removal of the segment and local offi  cials should be consulted. 

The withdrawal of a segment of highway from the Interstate System constitutes an FHWA Administration Action as 
specifi ed in 23 CFR 771.107(c). The withdrawal request and justifi cation processes are detailed in 23 CFR 658.11(d). 
According to the FHWA, information States must include in the request include:

• A description of the proposed revision.

• An assessment and explanation of how the Interstate System will function without the segment in question.

• A justifi cation for the revision.

• An explanation of the intended use of the segment after withdrawal.

• Documentation of coordination with aff ected MPOs and local entities.

• Documentation of compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements.

• A proposed number plan (in coordination with AASHTO’s Special Committee on Route Numbering).

Modifi cations to the National Highway System (NHS) are permitted under 23 U.S.C. 103(b)(3) which allows States 
to propose modifi cations to the NHS and authorizes the Secretary of Transportation to approve such a request given 
that the modifi cation meets the criteria established for the NHS and enhances the characteristics of the NHS. 
Diffi  culties arise when forming an argument that the removal of an interstate can enhance the characteristics of 
the NHS. Careful research and planning must go into the proposal in order to convince the Secretary to the merits 
of the modifi cation. Criteria for modifying routes on the NHS are located in 23 CFR 470. Explicitly, 23 CFR 470 
Subpart A, Appendix D states that any proposal of adding or deleting a route to the NHS should include information 
on the possible eff ects the modifi cation will have to other existing NHS routes that are in close proximity. 
Additionally, it states that any proposal that may impact adjoining States should be developed in cooperation with 
that State.

The evaluation of the potential removal and reclassifi cation of I-70 along the North 

Loop was not without controversy. Additional evaluation, including additional stake-

holder outreach, will be necessary as any I-70 strategy enters the NEPA process.
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23 U.S.C. 103(b)(3)(B) also establishes an expectation of cooperation. It asserts that a 
State shall cooperate with local and regional offi  cials when proposing a modifi cation to the 
NHS. Specifi cally for urban areas, offi  cials shall act through the area’s metropolitan planning 
organization (MPO) designated under 23 U.S.C 134. 

The project team has spoken to individuals who are championing the attempt to remove freeway segments in 
other metropolitan areas. The consensus for the process confi rms the procedures outlined above. The critical 
step is the political alignment and support from the cities, counties, MPOs, and States impacted by the NHS 
modifi cation. MoDOT and the FHWA Missouri Division Offi  ce will initiate the process if it is later determined 
that decommissioning a portion of I-70 in the north loop is a viable option. Once each party has signed off , the 
modifi cation proposal can be submitted to the US Department of Transportation to be approved by the Secretary.

Traffi  c Diversion from I-70
Under this strategy, the re-routing of I-70 and I-35 will divert a signifi cant amount of throughput traffi  c to what  
is currently designated as I-670 along the south side of the loop. Approximately 40% of the current traffi  c on 
the North Loop (I-70) is comprised of trips destined to or originating from the CBD area, and can be served 
effi  ciently from the improved two-way arterial system (Independence Avenue and 6th Street). The reassignment 
of traffi  c is projected to result in signifi cant speed reduction and delays along the south loop freeway segment. The 
detailed traffi  c analysis of this segment suggests that the source of congestion is not from a lack of general mainline 
capacity along I-670, but instead is the result of weaves and merges at critical locations. Therefore, the Study Team 
investigated various I-670 improvement options to help mitigate the additional traffi  c burden expected with this 
strategy.

Mitigation Strategy 1: Improve I-35 and I-670 merge in Southwest Corner of Loop
As three-lanes of I-670 approach the Loop from Kansas City, Kansas from the west, the inside lane is committed as 
a drop or trap-lane to the Central Avenue exit into Downtown Kansas City, Missouri. The second lane is committed 
to eastbound I-670 under the Bartle Hall convention center and comprises the inside lane of the three -lane 
segment of I-670 along the south side of the Loop. The third lane is designated to the southbound I-35 exit. A 
fourth lane is developed at the Wyoming Street on-ramp which merges with the mainline only about 1,800 feet 
from the Central Avenue exit split and is also committed to southbound I-35. See Figure 6.10. This confi guration 

Figure 6.10 - Existing Confi guration of Merge Lanes on Eastbound I-670 in SW Corner of Loop
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results in repeated congestion during peak periods, from vehicles occupying the inside trap-lane and from the 
Wyoming on-ramp traffi  c merging and weaving to eastbound I-670.

The single I-670 lane approach to the Loop includes paved shoulders on both sides that could provide adequate 
space to restripe and continue two lanes under the convention center, which will still merge further to the east into 
the single inside I-670 lane. Under this concept, the exit to Central Avenue is converted to a diverge from the inside 
lane and the merge of the two mainline lanes is shifted to the east, downstream from the Wyoming Street entrance 
and I-35 exit weaving activities (Figure 6.11). Modeling of traffi  c operations under this confi guration demonstrated 
improvements to the extent that congestion is mitigated under the Remove and Reclassify Strategy to equal or 
better than under the No-Build condition.

Mitigation Strategy 2: Improve I-35 and I-670 merge in Southeast Corner of Loop
As eastbound three-lane I-670 approaches the east end of the Loop, an eastbound entrance from Grand Boulevard 
comprises the fourth lane of the approach. The current lane designation from inside to outside is as follows:

• Lane 1 – Shared lane I-70 Eastbound/ ramp to I-35 Northbound

• Lane 2 – Eastbound I-70 

• Lane 3 – Eastbound I-70

• Lane 4 (from Grand Entrance Ramp) – Southbound US 71

Lane shifts required to connect with I-35 northbound, I-70 eastbound, and US 71 southbound at this location results 
in regularly occurring congestion, particularly in the evening peak period as traffi  c departs the CBD. This condition 
is further exacerbated under the Remove and Reclassify Strategy resulting from additional traffi  c diverted from the 
North Loop and the designation of the South Loop segment as both I-70 and I-35. Route continuity along I-35 
northbound would require two lane shifts along the 3/4-mile stretch. Congestion and delay is projected to increase 
signifi cantly under this strategy in comparison with that modeled under the existing and future No-Build scenarios. 

Conceptually, the approach was evaluated for traffi  c operations under the following revised lane confi guration which 
reduces lane shifts, and provides additional capacity for the I-35 northbound movement: 

• Lane 1 –I-35 northbound only

• Lane 2 – Shared lane I-70 eastbound/ ramp to I-35 northbound

• Lane 3 – Eastbound I-70

• Lane 4 (from Grand Entrance Ramp) – Shared lane I-70 eastbound/southbound US 71

Figure 6.11 - Proposed Reconfi guration of Merge Lanes on Eastbound I-670 in SW Corner of Loop
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Modeling of traffi  c operations under this confi guration demonstrated signifi cant improvements 
to the extent that congestion is mitigated under the Remove and Reclassify Strategy to that or 
better than under the No-Build condition.

Furthermore, additional relief could be provided with the elimination of the Grand Boulevard entrance ramp. The 
ramp serves as one of the predominant access points to I-35 northbound, I-70 eastbound, and US 71 southbound 
from the Kansas City CBD and the Crossroads District to the south. Connections to these routes could be 
accommodated by Truman Road to Paseo Boulevard to the east or 22nd Street to US 71 to the south. Additional 
traffi  c studies would be required to evaluate the impacts of diverting traffi  c from the existing ramp to the local 
arterial network and alternative interchange points with the freeway system.

Stakeholder Considerations
Under the Remove and Reclassify strategy, the removal of the interstate facility along the north side of the 
Downtown Loop was demonstrated to decrease travel speeds during the peak periods at critical locations along 
the Loop system. It follows that travel times between the freeway system on the east side of the loop and truck-
dependent industries in Kansas to the west are degraded during peak hour operations. Certain measures to mitigate 
the most pronounced eff ects at the west side of the loop were proven to relieve some of the resulting congestion 
and speed degradation under this strategy. In addition to the loss of general capacity, the removal of the north 
loop also reduces a degree of system resiliency to handle traffi  c under unforeseen or non-reoccurring incidents in 
comparison with the other strategies that maintains the parallel system. 

It is understood that additional measures at various locations on both sides of the state line will require further 
and more detailed investigations to identify and address the array of secondary traffi  c impacts under this strategy. 
However, until such subsequent studies are undertaken inclusive of  future NEPA analysis, the Unifi ed Government 
and the Kansas Department of Transportation reserve their support of this as a reasonable strategy. 

The Unifi ed Government expressed signifi cant reservations about the Remove and Reclassify Strategy and they 
requested to eliminate this strategy from further consideration. While their concerns were multi-faceted, the 

Figure 6.13 - Proposed Reconfi guration of I-670 at SE Corner of Downtown Loop

Figure 6.12 - Existing EB I-670 Lane Confi guration at SE Corner of Downtown Loop
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primary concern stated was the traffi  c delays for businesses located in the Fairfax Industrial District as they traverse 
the Downtown Loop. Shifting additional traffi  c to an already burdened I-670 was, in their mind, enough justifi cation 
to remove this strategy from consideration. The Kansas DOT have expressed similar concerns and have reserved 
their support, but have not requested elimination of the strategy.

The Study Team ultimately decided to leave this option as a Reasonable Strategy based on support from the general 
public, the potential additional economic development potential, and the ability to provide improved connectivity 
between the CBD, the River Market and the Columbus Park neighborhood. The concerns of the Unifi ed 
Government and the Kansas Department of Transportation will need to be understood and incorporated as this 
project progresses into the NEPA study.

AREA C: WHEELER AIRPORT STRATEGIES
Three interchange improvements and two auxiliary improvements were advanced from the initial screening of 
strategies for the section of US 169 north of the O’Neil Bridge. The two auxiliary improvements are recommended 
to be constructed as soon as funding can be made available. 

Auxiliary Improvements
The Study Team believes both right-in right-out improvements to the existing access and improvements at the north 
end of the airport should proceed pending funding. 

Figure 6.14 - Recommended Auxiliary Improvements at the Wheeler Airport
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Interchange Improvements
The three interchanges advanced from the initial screening of strategies were further refi ned 
and compared using the established evaluation criteria. The Study Team recommends that the remaining three 
interchange improvement strategies be carried through to the NEPA process prior to a selection of a recommended 
prefer strategy.

Wheeler Airport Interchange Strategies

No-Build

C1 
Half Diamond w/ 
Existing Harlem 

Access

C4
Half Diamond 
w/ Split at Lou 

Holland

C5
Half Diamond 
w/ new Harlem 

Access

N
ee

ds

Improve Physical Conditions

Optimize System Performance

Improve Safety & Security

G
oa

ls

Improve Transportation Choices

Improve Economic Vitality & 
Placemaking

Improve Sustainability - Right of 
Way Impacts

Aff ordability $ $$ $$ $$$

Table 6.4 - Wheeler Airport Interchange Evaluation Matrix
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Figure 6.15 - Option C1 - Half Diamond with Existing Harlem Access
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Figure 6.16 - Option C4 - Half Diamond with Split at Lou Holland
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Figure 6.17 - Option C5 - Half Diamond with new Access at Harlem
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AREA D: WEST BOTTOMS STRATEGIES
Three local street strategies were advanced through the initial screening of improvement 
options. The Study Team recommends all three of those strategies be carried forward as reasonable strategies into 
the NEPA process. The fi nal improvement option will be dependent on the bridge location and its potential impact 
on the Woodswether bridge.

Table 6.5 - West Bottoms Local Street Improvements Evaluation Matrix

West Bottoms Local Street Improvement Strategies

No-Build
D6

Mulberry St. to 
Forrester

D7
Wyoming St. to 

Forrester

D8
4th St. to 

Woodswether

N
ee

ds

Improve Physical Conditions

Optimize System Performance

Improve Safety & Security

G
oa

ls

Improve Transportation Choices

Improve Economic Vitality & 
Placemaking

Improve Sustainability - Right of 
Way Impacts

Aff ordability $ $$ $$ $$$
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Figure 6.18 - Option D6 - Mulberry Street to Forrester Road

Figure 6.19 - Option D7 - Wyoming Street to Forrester Road

Figure 6.20 - Option D8 - 4th Street to Woodswether Bridge
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AREA E: MISSOURI ROUTE 9 STRATEGIES
The initial evaluation of strategies identifi ed the need to reconstruct the Route 9 corridor from 
I-70 north to the Heart of America Bridge and to bring all or large portions of the highway down to grade. The  
Study Team looked at several strategies from accomplishing this goal. In addition, as you bring Route 9 to grade 
that opens up the opportunity to reconnect Independence Avenue across the north side of North Loop.

Route 9 At-Grade Options
Four at-grade options were further refi ned during this phase of the study and the Study Team recommended that 
all four strategies should be evaluated in more detail during the NEPA phase of study.

Independence Avenue Options
With the recommendation bring Route 9 to grade and reconnect Independence Avenue the Steam Team evaluated 
several improvement strategies for Independence Avenue depending on which I-70 improvement strategy is 
chosen as the preferred. 

Table 6.6 - Missouri Route 9 Evaluation Matrix

Missouri Route 9 Improvement Strategies

No-Build

All At-Grade South Only At-Grade

E2a
Eastern 

Alignment

E2b
Western 

Alignment

E3
Existing 

Alignment

E4
Split Lanes

N
ee

ds

Improve Physical 
Conditions

Optimize System 
Performance

Improve Safety & Security

G
oa

ls

Improve Transportation 
Choices

Improve Economic Vitality 
& Placemaking

Improve Sustainability - 
Right of Way Impacts

Aff ordability $ $$$$ $$$$ $$ $$
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Figure 6.21 - Bringing Route 9 to Grade - East Alignment (Top) or West Alignment (Bottom)
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Figure 6.22 - Independence Avenue Improvement Options


